The Zenome platform
TOKEN SALE TERMS

Introducing the world's ﬁrst ecosystem that allows to build
a market of personal genomic information.
You are the one in control
Data is saved strongly encrypted on the
distributed P2P network. The only one
to decide who have access to genetic
information and personal data is the
user itself. Period.

Try Personal Genomics
Beneﬁt from personalized medicine:
share data with a doctor to get medical
advice. Request for an anonymous
report based on your data by a
registered practitioner.

Become a DNA-hacker
If you know what you are doing, you can
get
intermediate
results
medical
workers use to make interpretations.
Beware, it could be misleading or
confusing to non-specialist.

Use Genetic Services
Get
detailed
reports
and
recommendations
on
nutrition,
cosmetology and sport. Be social: try
genetic-aware social networks and
genetic dating services.

Your Data — Your Money
Many companies are interested in
genetic data. And they are ready to pay
for it. Donâ€™t feel that you have to
share. But If you accept an oﬀer, the
money is yours.

Stay Informed
The system will explicitly warn you
about possible privacy issues, if any,
before sending you data to anybody. No
way to unknowingly compromise own
privacy.

ZNA Token Economics
The Zenome Platform is a place where genetic information, personal data and
economic transactions are intertwined, coexist simultaneously and interact. It is
possible thanks to, powerful at their own, two diﬀerent decentralized technologies:
P2P network and blockchain.
In particular, blockchain makes it possible to take full advantage of smart-contrats.
ZNA (Zenome DNA Token) is an dedicated utility token that powers decentralized
economics of the Zenome platform.
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The Zenome is a non-proﬁt organization. Its mission is to provide platform's
economic growth and sustainable development. A non-proﬁt status ensures that all
the proﬁt is channeled back into the organization's activities and contributes to the
token value.

Token distribution and allocation
Tokens (ZNA) can be bought for ETH and BTC. You should pass KYC procedure
before obtaining ZNA. Total amount of ZNA tokens will not exceed 35 000 000.
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The Zenome token distribution will be performed in several stages.
Stage
Presale

I

II

III

IV

Tokens

Pricing

Goals

353 173

Constant, Minimal vital product release
0,3$/token

2 846 827

First draft of network speciﬁcation
Constant,
0,6$/token At least 4 service providers
+ Discount Exchanging genetic data is implemented
(see below) Tokens listed on exchanges

3 500 000

4 500 000

4 500 000

Dynamic

Network of at least 1000 participants
Blockchain used to enforce security and trust
Buying genetic data is implemented

Dynamic

Network of at least 100 000 participants
Blockchain-based genomic-speciﬁc features
Tokens can be easily obtained with USD

Dynamic

Network of at least 1 000 000 participants
The platform is fully developed, i.e. everything
from WP is implemented

During the 1st stage there is discount for big transactions:
0,50 $/ZNA for transactions from 50 000$ to 200 000$,
0,45 $/ZNA for transactions from 200 000$ to 500 000$,
0,40 $/ZNA for transactions of more than 500 000$.
Dynamic pricing: tokens are distributed among the participants proportionately
to their contributions at that stage. Participants recieve their tokens after stage
end.

Contacts
Website:
www.zenome.io
Facebook:
Whitepaper:
Reddit
BitcoinTalk

Telegram:
Twitter:
@zenomeplatform
@ZenomePlatform
https://www.facebook.com/zenomeplatform
https://www.zenome.io/download/whitepaper.pdf
https://www.reddit.com/user/ZenomePlatform/
www.bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2191098

